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ABSTRACT:Sky–cloud pix obtained from ground-based totally sky cameras are normally captured the usage of a
fisheye lens with a wide area of view. However, the sky well-knownshows a large dynamic variety in terms of
luminance, extra than a traditional digital camera can seize. It is thus hard to seize the information of an entire scene with
a everyday camera in a unmarried shot. In most cases, the circumsolar area is overexposed, and the regions near the
horizon are underexposed. This renders cloud segmentation for such pics difficult. In this paper, we suggest HDR Cloud
Seg – an effective technique for cloud segmentation using high-dynamic-range (HDR) imaging based totally on multi
exposure fusion. We describe the HDR picture generation manner and launch a brand new database to the network for
benchmarking. Our proposed technique is the first the usage of HDR radiance maps for cloud segmentation and achieves
superb effects and additionally classify the cloud types by the use of KNN classification.
INTRODUCTION
1.1 GENERAL
Clouds had been notably studied in the studies community over the past few decades. The evaluation of clouds and their
features is vital for a wide variety of applications. For example, it has been used for now casting to deliver accurate
climate forecasts, rainfall, and satellite precipitation estimates, in the observe of contrails, and diverse different every day
meteorological applications. Yuan et al. have been investigating the clouds’ vertical structure and cloud attenuation for
optimizing satellite links. Sky/cloud imaging can be carried out in one-of-a-kind ways. Satellite imagery, and aerial
pictures are popular, in particular, for large-scale surveys; airborne mild detection and ranging (LiDAR) facts are
considerably used for aerial surveys. However, these strategies rarely offer enough temporal and/or spatial resolution for
localized and short-time period cloud evaluation over a selected area. This is wherein ground-primarily based complete
sky imagers provide a compelling alternative. The photographs obtained from these gadgets provide high-decision facts
approximately nearby cloud formation, movement, and other atmospheric phenomena. Segmentation is one of the first
steps in sky/cloud picture evaluation. It remains a difficult task because of the non-rigid, feature-less, and poorly defined
shape of clouds, whose shape additionally changes constantly over time. Thus, classical photograph segmentation
approaches based totally on form priors aren't suitable. Furthermore, the wide variety of lighting fixtures conditions
(direct sunlight to absolutely included skies) adds to the difficulty.
EXPLANATION
1.1.1

THE IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM
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DIGITIZER:
A digitizer converts an image into a numerical representation suitable for input into a digital computer. Some
common digitizers are
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Microdensitometer
Flying spot scanner
Image dissector
Videocon camera
Photosensitive solid- state arrays.

IMAGE PROCESSOR:
An image processor does the features of picture acquisition, storage, preprocessing, segmentation, representation,
popularity and interpretation and ultimately displays or statistics the resulting photo. The following block diagram gives
the fundamental sequence worried in an photo processing system
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FIG 1.2 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF FUNDAMENTAL SEQUENCE INVOLVED IN AN
IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM
As detailed in the diagram, the first step within the system is photograph acquisition by using an imaging sensor along
with a digitizer to digitize the picture. The subsequent step is thepreprocessing step where the image is advanced being
fed as an enter to the opposite processes. Preprocessing typically offers with enhancing, putting off noise, setting apart
regions, etc. Segmentation walls an image into its constituent parts or items. The output of segmentation is usually
uncooked pixel information, which consists of both the boundary of the area or the pixels inside the location themselves.
Representation is the system of reworking the uncooked pixel information into a form useful for next processing with the
aid of the computer. Description deals with extracting functions which might be basic in differentiating one class of items
from another. Recognition assigns a label to an object primarily based on the facts furnished by using its descriptors.
Interpretation includes assigning which means to an ensemble of recognized objects. The know-how about a problem
area is incorporated into the know-how base. The understanding base courses the operation of every processing module
and additionally controls the interaction between the modules. Not all modules need be necessarily present for a
particular function. The composition of the photograph processing gadget relies upon on its application. The frame fee of
the photo processor is normally round 25 frames in keeping with second.
DIGITAL COMPUTER:
Mathematical processing of the digitized photograph which include convolution, averaging, addition, subtraction, etc.
Are completed by using the computer.
MASS STORAGE:
The secondary storage devices normally used are floppy disks, CD ROMs etc.
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HARD COPY DEVICE:
The tough reproduction tool is used to produce a permanent reproduction of the image and for the storage of the software
involved.
OPERATOR CONSOLE:
The operator console includes gadget and arrangements for verification of intermediate results and for alterations within
the software as and whilst require. The operator is also able to checking for any resulting errors and for the entry of
needful data.
1.1.2

IMAGE PROCESSING FUNDAMENTAL:

Digital picture processing refers processing of the image in digital shape. Modern cameras may also at once take the
image in digital form but generally snap shots are originated in optical form. They are captured with the aid of video
cameras and digitalized. The digitalization process consists of sampling, quantization. Then these pictures are processed
by using the five fundamental processes, at least any person of them, not necessarily all of them.
IMAGE PROCESSING TECHNIQUES:
This section gives various image processing techniques.

Image Enhancement
Image Restoration
IP

Image Analysis
Image Compression
Image Synthesis
FIG1.3: IMAGE PROCESSING TECHNIQUES

IMAGE ENHANCEMENT:
Image enhancement operations enhance the traits of an picture like improving the picture’s evaluation and
brightness characteristics, lowering its noise content, or sharpen the details. This simply enhances the photograph and
reveals the same statistics in more understandable picture. It does now not upload any facts to it.
IMAGE RESTORATION:
Image restoration like enhancement improves the qualities of image however all the operations are mainly based
totally on acknowledged, measured, or degradations of the original image. Image restorations are used to restore pics
with issues inclusive of geometric distortion, unsuitable focus, repetitive noise, and camera motion. It is used to correct
pics for known degradations.
IMAGE ANALYSIS:
Image analysis operations produce numerical or graphical statistics based on characteristics of the original picture. They
destroy into gadgets after which classify them. They depend on the picture statistics. Common operations are extraction
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and description of scene and picture features, automatic measurements, and item classification. Image analyze are
specifically used in gadget vision applications.
IMAGE COMPRESSION:
Image compression and decompression reduce the facts content necessary to explain the photo. Most of the pictures
include lot of redundant facts, compression removes all the redundancies. Because of the compression the dimensions is
reduced, so efficiently saved or transported. The compressed picture is decompressed whilst displayed. Lossless
compression preserves the exact information inside the original photograph, however Lossy compression does no longer
constitute the original photograph but provide extremely good compression.
IMAGE SYNTHESIS:
APPLICATIONS OF DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING: Digital picture processing has a vast spectrum of
applications, inclusive of faraway sensing thru satellites and other space crafts, image transmission and storage for
commercial enterprise applications, scientific processing, radar, sonar and acoustic picture processing, robotics and
automated inspection of industrial parts.
MEDICAL APPLICATIONS:
In clinical applications, one is worried with processing of chest X-rays, cineangiograms, projection photos of
trans axial tomography and other clinical images that occur in radiology, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and
ultrasonic scanning. These pictures may be used for affected person screening and tracking or for detection of tumours’
or other sickness in patients.
SATELLITE IMAGING:
Images received through satellites are beneficial in monitoring of earth resources; geographical mapping; prediction of
agricultural crops, urban boom and weather; flood and hearth control; and lots of other environmental applications. Space
image applications include reputation and evaluation of gadgets contained in picture received from deep space-probe
missions.
COMMUNICATION:
Image transmission and garage applications occur in broadcast television, teleconferencing, and transmission of facsimile
pix for office automation, conversation of computer networks, closed-circuit television primarily based security
monitoring structures and in military communications.
RADAR IMAGING SYSTEMS:
Radar and sonar pix are used for detection and reputation of various varieties of targets or in steerage and manoeuvring
of aircraft or missile systems.
DOCUMENT PROCESSING:
It is used in scanning, and transmission for changing paper documents to a digital image form, compressing the picture,
and storing it on magnetic tape. It is also used in report reading for routinely detecting and recognizing printed
characteristics.
DEFENSE/INTELLIGENCE:
It is used in reconnaissance photo-interpretation for computerized interpretation of earth satellite tv for pc imagery to
search for sensitive objectives or military threats and goal acquisition and guidance for recognizing and tracking
objectives in real-time smart-bomb and missile-steerage systems.
PROPOSED SYSTEM TECHNIQUE EXPLANATION
Our method is robust and offers a advanced performance throughout two one-of-a-kind databases in comparison to
modern contemporary algorithms. Furthermore, it permits annotating each pixel with a degree of belongingness to the
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sky or cloud category, alternatively of the usual binary labeling. We presented an evaluation of coloration channels for
sky/cloud pictures captured with the aid of whole-sky cameras, that's an vital prerequisite for higher segmentation. The
fuzzy c-means clustering technique we utilized in thatwork, however, suffers from comparable shortcomings as other
existing cloud segmentation methods. The predominant novel contributions of the present manuscript compared to our
earlier work consist of the following:
1) creation of a large public sky/cloud photograph database with segmentation masks;
2) tremendous assessment of color additives and choice of appropriate color channels on two extraordinary sky/cloud
picture databases;
3) robust learning-based framework for sky/cloud segmentation that outperforms current methods.
APPLICATIONS:
Nowadays because of their programs in a number of fields, including weather modeling, climate prediction, renewable
power generation, and satellite communications
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS
 MATLAB 7.14 Version
MATLAB
MATLAB is a high-level code for technical computing. It elabarate computation, visible effect, and coding in an
simple manner weather where problems and answers are observed in comparable expressional way.Typical uses
include:
 Math and computation
 Algorithm development
 Modeling, simulation, and prototyping
 Data analysis, exploration, and visualization
 Scientific and engineering graphics.
 Application development, including Graphical User Interface building
MATLAB is an interactive system whose basic data element is an array that does not require dimensioning. This allows
you to solve many technical computing problems, especially those with matrix and vector formulations, in a fraction of
the time it would take to write a program in a scalar non-interactive language such as C or FORTRAN
DESKTOP TOOLS
This segment presents an creation to MATLAB's desktop tools. You can also use MATLAB functions to carry
out most of the capabilities found in the desktop gear. The gear are
Current Directory Browser
 Workspace Browser
 Array Editor
 Editor/Debugger
 Command Window
 Command History
 Launch Pad
 Help Browser
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Command Window

Use the Command Window to enter variables and run functions and M-files.

MATLAB report operations use the modern listing and the search course as reference points. Any file you want
to run need to either be in the cutting-edge directory or at the search route.
INPUT IMAGE
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RED,GREEN,BLUE :

HUE,SATURATION,VALUE

YIQ

CONCLUSION
We have provided a systematic evaluation of colour space sand components, and proposed a probabilistic technique
using PLS-based totally regression for the segmentation of ground-primarily based sky/cloud images. Our technique is
entirely learning based totally and does not require any manually described thresholds, conditions, or parameters at any
degree of the algorithm. We additionally release an extensive sky/cloud photograph database captured with a calibrated
ground-based camera that has been annotated with ground-reality segmentation masks. Our destiny paintings will consist
of the annotation of a database with probabilistic ground-reality segmentation maps as nicely because the extension of
this approach to high-dynamic-range images.Going beyond segmentation it's also essential to categorise clouds into one
of a kind types or estimate cloud altitude and movement, which can be both a part of our cutting-edge research.
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